Chapter Fifteen – Weddings part 2 – 42 years old
Marek and Violetta Grodziewicz
have lived in England for a number of
years. They decided to get married with
the ceremony taking place in Poland.
Mareks’ fiftieth birthday was in the same
week so there was a double celebration.
My

preparations

began

on

a

Thursday night when I just arrived at the
club for a darts match. Vi makes all their
arrangements and called to pass on the
flight details. I remembered the key parts
'Ta historia jest troche inna, jak to

the next day…the date, there was only one

się stało w czasie pisania tej ksiąŜki, a nie

flight and a time of 12:30. I carried out

przed. Tak więc istnieje wiele zdjęć i

some research and found a flight that

zdarzenia świeŜe w moim umyśle. Polska

landed in Poznan at 12:25. Unfortunately

byla scena wydarzen i tam bylbym przez

though, I would have to change planes in

piec dni.

Munich. I wasn’t concerned at all by the

I first met Marek Witczak whilst

minor inconvenience and I went ahead

atrium

and booked the flight. It was only when I

building in London. He was an agency

texted over my flight details that Vi

electrician at the time and I remember his

pointed out my mistake. I was supposed

first day very well. It was the day of the

to depart England at 12:30 and not arrive

company

were

in Poland at 12:25! I had booked a

planning to go for a curry at a nearby

different flight to the other guests who

restaurant at 14:00. Marek was a little

were flying in from England. My problem

embarrassed as he was working for an

now was transport, as the other guests

agency and it was his first day. He asked

were going to be picked up from the

to remain behind on site but I insisted he

airport by Marek and driven to Kalisz. I

came as I considered him part of the team.

decided against waiting in the airport and

He was seated next to the Director for the

thought I would tackle the train. Further

meal and I am not sure how well that was

research established that the train was

received.

indeed a viable option.

working

at

Cannon

Christmas

Bridge

party,

we
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The online time table revealed I

The month passed quickly as they

would have to change at Ostrow. I then

always seem to do and it was time to leave

had a forty five minute wait before

for the airport. A taxi picked me up at

boarding a second train to Kalisz. Vi

04:00 on Friday 29th April and we drove to

wasn’t too happy with my going by train

Heathrow. I arrived at the airport at 05:00

as she was convinced I would get lost. I

and the flight left at 07:30. Unfortunately

don’t think my flight arrangements filled

the seafood bar was closed so I had to eat

her with confidence about my organising

in a Mexican bistro. I also stopped off at

abilities!

we

the duty free shop where I bought a bottle

compromised and agreed I would be

of whisky as a present for my host, Irek. I

picked up at Ostrow as it was only half an

was careful to make sure I also had it in

hour drive from Kalisz.

the proper sealed bag with a receipt.

After

some

discussion

About a month before the wedding

I landed in Poznan (after a forty

I was invited for dinner on 26th March

five minute stopover in Munich) at 12:25

2011 and I brought their wedding present

which was exactly on time. Poznan is a

with me.

very small airport and from the time we
landed, taxied, picked up my luggage and
cleared customs I was in the cab in half an
hour. The taxi driver was a bit keen, as I
approached the rank he pulled up with
the door already wide open. If I had of
been nearer he would have knocked me
over. The journey to the main train station
(Poznań Główny) only took half an hour,
which meant I had over one hour to buy a
ticket and find the platform. Buying a
ticket was easy enough as I had the
destination written down and the woman

I transported it by train and tube
and it made it there in one piece. There
was a little sticker on the decanters which
revealed they were made in Poland! This
was a complete coincidence and I couldn’t
believe it when I saw it.
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in the ticket office spoke English.

The first mistake I made in the

I positioned myself so I could see

station was to buy some junk food. I

the platform display on both platforms

thought it would help pass the time on the

and settled in. I noticed that the trains

platform and I was a little hungry. I

were arriving early and giving people ten

already had two bags to transport up and

to fifteen minutes to board. This must be

down stairs and now I had a drink with

because the station was a central hub. The

no lid and a bag of food from KFC. After a

time passed quickly and it was getting

while I was considering throwing it all in

close to my departure time. As the train

the bin and starting again. A woman

had not appeared on the board I decided

approached me begging for money so I

to ask another member of staff. This time I

gave her half the food.

was told it was on platform one and I
hurried over. Down the stairs with my
bags I went, across and back up the stairs.
But there was nothing on the platform
display. I was running out of time now
and in desperation, for that is what it was
now, I asked another member of staff.

Access to the trains was via an

He couldn’t answer my question

underground passage linking the eight

and called over a workman in a hi-vis

platforms together. It was crowded and

singlet. They casually discussed the matter

people were busy making their own

while I informed them I only had three

arrangements. Time tables were displayed

minutes before it left. The workman then

on the wall at the foot of each of the four

slowly ambled over to the time table and

staircases which led up to the platforms.

stated it was due to leave from platform

One time table was written in black, the

five. By the time I reached the platform I

other in red. I assumed the red was for the

only had time to glance at the board and

day I was travelling as it was a bank

climb on. The time displayed matched my

holiday. I wanted to make sure that there

train but the destination did not. But I

were no last minute changes to the

asked

timetable so I decided to ask. There were

confirmed I was ok. I was still not one

very few staff around but eventually I was

hundred percent convinced until we were

told it could be platform four or five. I

underway and the inspector validated my

walked to platform four and ate the

ticket. Now my next challenge was to

remainder of my food.

actually get off at the correct station.
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a

fellow

passenger

and

he

It was a fast service and when we

Louisa I had met a couple of times

did stop I had difficulty finding a platform

at Marek and Vis house in England. The

sign. At least I could rely on the timing of

only person I had not met before was her

the arrival. When Ostrow station pulled

new boyfriend Louis, he seemed ok.

into view I got off. From the bottom of the
stairs

looking

up

I

could

see

Vi,

Alexander, Beata and Irek peering down
waiting for me. I don’t know who was the
most relieved when I walked up the stairs.
We had lunch in a nearby cafe before
leaving for Ireks’ town house in Kalisz. A
Before long we drove over to

typical European meal which consisted of

Andrzejs’ house where the men were to

pork escalope, fries and salad.
Within half an hour we had settled

have a quiet drink or two. The women

in at Ireks’ garden, broke out the whisky

were exiled to another location for the

and sat enjoying the sun. The weather

evening. Most of our time was spent in the

during the whole trip was very good but

garden and Irek cooked a barbecue for us.

cold at night. When we left however there

Sipping a few beers it was quite relaxing,

was even a light dusting of snow on the

we didn’t want to go mad because we had

trees. Before long Marek arrived back

the wedding the next day.

from the airport, I already knew most of
the people he had picked up. Carlos
Santos had been one of my engineers with
my previous company. I had also met his
wife Paula at a Portugal / Brazil football
match at Arsenal.

The most memorable part of the
evening was the disappearance of Louis.
We had retired to the front room after
food and drinks outside. Marek, Pawel
and Irek had departed for an early night,
well that’s what they told us.
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I was talking with Carlos and we

Before going to bed I had a pep

noticed that Louis had not come back

talk from Andrzej as our host was going

from the toilet, it had been half an hour.

to sleep at another location. We filled the

When he had got up we assumed that’s

dishwasher and I was instructed on how

where he went, well you don’t ask do

to use it. I was also shown the contents of

you? It didn’t take long to discover that

the fridge for tomorrows’ breakfast.

not only was he not in the toilet he was

Next morning (Saturday) and I
was awake at 05:00 so I emptied the

not in the house or the garden.

dishwasher and made breakfast. I kept it
simple – cheese, tomatoes, red peppers,
gherkins, cold meats, bread, coffee and
fruit juice. I waited for Carlos and Paula,
before sitting down to breakfast, Louisa
and Louis didn’t show until around
11:00ish.

It was pitch black outside and we

When breakfast was finished I

walked the streets in different directions

cleared away and mopped the kitchen

to see if we could find him. I was

floor. I wanted to make sure everything

conscious not to take too many turns as

was tidy for Andrzejs return. When

there could easily have been two people

Andrzej returned he brought one of his

missing. We had to contact the women in

neighbours sons with him. He taught

the end as we were getting concerned

English so was able to translate our thanks

about

drove

to Andrzej. The mans father also popped

towards the house and found him at a bus

in and guided myself and Carlos on a

stop opposite the cemetery. We never did

slow walk around the neighbourhood. He

get an explanation but I suppose it was

also showed us his garage and an old

just one of those things.

motorbike he had restored.

his

whereabouts.

They
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Andrzej and I left at 14:00 for
Ireks’ town house once more to get
changed into our suits. There wouldn’t be
room in one car to transport us all in one
go. The wedding ceremony wasn’t until
16:30 and we had to leave at 16:00. I asked
Marek a few times about getting ready but
we left it to 15:45 to get changed. My suit
jacket was a little creased from the case
but the creases fell out immediately as I
put on. The wedding ceremony itself took
place in a registry office five minutes’
drive from Ireks’ house. We arrived in
plenty of time and it was a good
opportunity to take pictures.
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The
performed

ceremony
in

Polish,

was

of

course

so

I

didn’t

understand a word. My perception of it
though was that it was formal but light
hearted. There were four rows of seats for
guests and provision on the left and right
for the ring bearers. The rest of us stood at
the back.
Outside

there

was

the

usual

confetti / rice thrown and also an old
custom. Andrzej threw some small coins
at their feet and they had to collect them
up for good fortune. Once all the coins
were picked up Andrzej mischievously
threw some more, which brought a sharp
response from Marek. Alexander thought
After the ceremony was completed

this was hilarious and when the second lot

we adjourned to the room next door. A

of coins were picked up he threw his back

three piece band played as we had a drink

up in the air. This time we all helped as

and congratulated the happy couple.

we could have been there all day.
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After the ceremony we travelled to

When they finished their drinks

the reception which was held in a motel,

they threw the glasses backwards over

owned my Ireks’ family. When we had all

their heads smashing them on the floor.

assembled we drove to Ireks’ family farm

The bar staff cleared up without a fuss so I

where we would stay for the rest of the

assume it was planned. The food was

trip. It was only a five minute drive from

plentiful and just when we thought it had

the reception so we just dropped off our

finished then another set of dishes would

luggage and returned. The table was

appear. Live music was performed by a

already set when we arrived and I sat

musician who sang in Polish and English

towards the far end, near the musician.

whilst

playing

a

keyboard.

Dancing

appeared to be a big part of the festivities
but although I did get up four or five
times it took a lot of prompting.
The alcohol of choice was vodka
and we also had some red wine at our end
of the table. The method of drinking
vodka for an evening is still alien to me. It
is poured into a shot glass and knocked
Another custom took place before

back in one go. A glass of orange juice is

we sat down. Marek and Viola were

on the side and is either drunk or not. This

presented with champagne glasses which

is repeated every twenty minutes. In

were tied together with a ribbon.

contrast I drink a pint of beer every
twenty minutes, sipping regularly. Carlos
and Paula wanted to leave at about 23:30
so I left with them, I didn’t want to trouble
a driver to make two trips.
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Sunday morning and I awoke
feeling fresh and without a hangover. I
had only sipped wine and limited the
vodka to a few shots. We had a cup of
coffee and heard some stories about the
conclusion of the previous evening. The
party had ended at 06:00 and the
remainder of the food refrigerated. Louisa
and Louis had had a disagreement

Andrzej arrived in fancy dress

resulting in him leaving for England in the

which is not out of character. He always

early hours. Before he left he soaked her

looks to do something unexpected.

clothes in the shower and took £200 to pay
for his flight. He also called her son and
told him she had gone missing, all a bit
unnecessary to say the least.
We had an early lunch with a
small group and I drank lots of vodka
(apparently). That’s all I can say really as
my memory failed from 14:00 onwards.
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Monday and I woke with a

I had a slice of the pizza whilst I

hangover. The first thing I did was

was waiting and then chicken wings, fried

apologise to Carlos and Paula. However,

potatoes and coleslaw. The portion was

they were a bit bemused and told me

far too big for me as I have now got used

there was no need as nothing had

to eating little and often. The meal for nine

happened. I went to bed at 22:00, half an

of us came to around £60.

hour before they did. However it was a

Monday night and we sat around a

little unsettling missing eight hours from

camp fire roasting potatoes in the hot ash,

my memory. Even the photos I took were

it was absolutely freezing. The potatoes

unfamiliar and I viewed them as if it were

were lovely though if not a little messy as

for the first time.

they were covered in ash. Carlos and I

We took a trip into Kalisz and

bought a case of beer each but I didn’t

dropped Louisa off to go to the airport.

have any.

When I had changed for the wedding I
had left my jacket at Ireks’ so we picked it
up too. To emphasise how important it
was that I have my jacket I showed Irek
my passport. I didn’t know at the time but
this was to have repercussions later. The
rest of the day was spent walking through
It was during this time that Marek

a park and then a forest. I had been here

said something I thought was a little

before so everything looked familiar.

strange. He asked me if I found my
documents ok and then Vi asked about
my phone. I got a little paranoid then and
my thoughts immediately went to my
missing day. What had I said? Had I
indeed lost anything? I checked my
pockets and found my phone in its usual
place, however it was then I discovered
After a few hours exercise we went

my passport was missing. Not a good

to a restaurant for pizza. The pizza was

time to find out as it was pitch black and

60cm in diameter and it was so big there

quite late. It was marginally better than

was no room for the plates.

finding out at the airport though.
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Tuesday morning and the day of
my departure back to England. I searched
my bags and room once again to no avail.
To make matters worse it was a bank
holiday and the British Consulate would
be closed. Marek asked Edyta if I could
catch a ride back with her and her
daughter to Warsaw. I would also have to
stay

the

night

and

make

Marek drove me, Carlos and Paula

some

to Ostrow train station via Ireks’ house.

arrangements the next day.

We had a certain train to catch and made
it with the diversion with twenty minutes
to spare. The ticket was cheaper than the
previous one but they were good value,
£5.70 & £4.70 for a two hour train ride. We
were to discover that the difference in
price was due to this being a slower train.

Viola then asked which car I had
been travelling in and I told her it was
Ireks. I thought this was a bit of a long
shot as I did not take my jacket off. A
quick phone call and it was announced
that my passport had been found in the
car. When I took it out of my pocket to
show Irek I must have missed the pocket
when I attempted to return it. It didn’t fall
out of the jacket because it was zipped up.

My flight had a four hour stopover

When I sat in the car I remember undoing

in Munich which I could have done

the zip, it was then it must have fallen out.

without, but it passed quickly enough.

I was criticised for carrying it

Ogólnie

ciekawa

i

przyjemna

around with me in the first place, which

podróŜ, gościnność pierwsza klasa jak to

was fair enough. I did it out of habit

było ostatni raz. Nie sądzę, będę pił

though as I often travel alone and like to

wódkę dłuŜej jednak, to prostu nie zgadza

keep my things with me.

się ze mną.
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